Next to the buildings there are Braille inscriptions
So that the blind will also learn how the Market looks
Look for a monument number 21
It’s a whipping post standing there – it’s not a pun
Go now quickly to the Market’s corner
Two long streets begin just right there
Choose the one that leads up the hill
To another sculpture that stands there still

Count the arcades on the right-hand side
(arcades=paces)

When you pass the last – listen to your guide
Make the exact number of paces up the hill
And a splendid dragon on a building you will see
Follow its eyes until you see a cavalryman
To strike his enemy with a lance is his plan
He’s a Poznań lancer, who in 1920
Fought with Bolsheviks who were plenty

His effigy you will find with ease
Follow his eyes – do it now, please
Write the letters from the riddles below
For the quest’s prize you’ll learn where to go

Topic:
There are extraordinary secrets hidden behind numerous sculptures and monuments in the Old Market Square in Poznań that an observant participant
of the quest will learn.
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When crossing the street, be careful to enter
It’s the capital of the region and it’s city centre
Wait patiently for the green light
Then safely go to the other side
With this leaflet in your hand
Go where the receptionists stand
They give you the prize – a treasure chest
Stamp your leaflet – it’s the end of the quest

Wanderers arrive to Poznań, the capital city of Wielkopolska region (western Poland). The story begins
in the Old Market Square from the spot marked on
the map.

How does it work?
The aim of the quest is to solve tasks and riddles that
lead to the final point, where a treasure chest with
a commemorative stamp awaits the participants.
A stamp on a leaflet, where the treasure should be
placed is the certificate of completed quest. You can
leave your entry in the enclosed Quest Book.

Walking time: about 45 minutes
He deserves his glory and posterity remembrance
Who erected him a monument out of thankfulness
An
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on a column guards the soldier
nearby

It values courage with its head held up high
Continue walking on the president’s path
On your right a Museum you will pass
Mosaics on the wall – look hard with your eye
Characters from the fine arts you’ll see up high
Look what third from the right lady holds
write the word – it’s a

and continue
your stroll
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Treasure’s space

Go on, don’t stop, you’re nearly there
You’ll learn it all from the plaque in the corner
It commemorates one of the greatest Poles
whose visit in the very house
was an excuse of an uprising outbreak
and our Poznań to Poland came back

Project partners:

Write his name down, it is on the plaque
You’ll fi nd it in the street’s name also if you like
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...this is worth seeing
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What are
the sculptures
silent
about?

